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To: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-114543)

From: SAC, TAMPA (105-1043) (RUC)
JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA
(JURE)
IS - CUBA;
RA - CUBA
(OO: MM)

Re Tampa letter to the Bureau dated 8/26/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a LHM concerning the above captioned organization. Dissemination is being made locally to ONI, OSI, INTC, INS and G-2. Two copies of this communication are designated for Miami for appropriate files.

The confidential sources referred to in attached LHM are identified as follows:

TP T-1 is PSI MANUEL VIERA
TP T-2 is [PSI DIMAS ARMANDO PEREZ TORRON]

Attached memo is classified confidential because information received from TP T-1 and TP T-2 could reasonably result in the identification of sources of continuing value in matters of national security.

Approved: Special Agent in Charge
Sent: NAT/IA/SEC
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